Introducing ThinkGIS.com, the next generation
of GIS software from WTH Technology, Inc. Building on
nearly three decades of GIS experience, WTH has created a
totally new GIS platform. ThinkGIS.com is accessible on any device
and is designed and built to provide a high quality user experience on
your desktop, tablet or phone.

People Friendly GIS Solutions

Better
Maintain in your familiar Think GIS software
Use your own GIS layers including aerials
Latest technology is secure and reliable
Backed up by world class support

Faster

Smarter

Train in minutes, not hours or days
Work seamlessly in the office or the field
Quickly update mobile maps from Think GIS
System provides very fast user experience

Edit GIS geometry and data in the field
View live data for situational awareness
Customer managed user security
Automatic updates of base layer data

www.wthgis.com

1-888-225-5984 (CALL WTH)

sales@wthgis.com

The interface of Think GIS.com has been thoughtfully crafted to provide an extraordinary user
experience on any device, specifically phones and tablets. No matter how you access the system your
view will automatically adjust to the optimal size and appropriate orientation. The menus and tools are
easily accessible while being unobtrusive on small screens. The map view is attractive and capable of a
wide variety of configuration options to personalize your map and make it work for you.
Access your own local
data including...

Create situational
awareness displays...

Aerial Photography
Road Centerlines
Addresses
Parcels with Ownership
Water Lines
Valves
Hydrants
Sanitary Lines
Manholes
Electric Lines

Response Boundaries
Mutual Aid Zones
Critical Facilities
Traffic Control Points

...and much more!

...and much more!

adding live data like...
AVL Fleet Locations
CAD Calls for Service
Event Manager Markers

View 911 data
securely in the field...

Edit GIS Data
instantly in the field...

Traditional ALI location
ALI confidence circle
Caller class of service icon
RapidSOS enhanced
location
RapidSOS confidence
circle
Auto RapidSOS updates
View with other public
safety information

Collect data in the field
Add new point features
Edit feature data
Edit feature locations
Attach photos to features
Delete unwanted features
View changes immediately

...and much more!
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Keep data safe with..
Layer level security
User level security
...and much more!

ThinkGIS.com supplements your existing Think GIS desktop software by providing a powerful, user
friendly mobile platform to make access to your data easy from anywhere. Take control of your GIS
deployment and make sure that your team can use the data they need any time and any place as
easily as looking at their phone.
In business since 1967 and serving local government clients with
high quality, user friendly GIS solutions since 1994.

www.wthgis.com

1-888-225-5984 (CALL WTH)

sales@wthgis.com

